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Abstract: Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the most important field of computer science which deals with human language and computers. In India, most of the people live in the rural areas, so they have the problem of understanding English language. To address this issue, we discussed here, about various factors which affect Hindi natural language processing. In this paper, a framework for information retrieval in Hindi is also proposed by authors. This framework is based on automatically inducing word sense using graph based method for all open class words present in the intended query. Till now researchers have worked for noun sense only, but here we expanded the framework for all open class words i.e. noun, verb, adverb and adjective.
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Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) [1] is the field of computer science and linguistics which concerned with the interaction between human language and computers. It is sometimes called as AI-complete problem, because Natural language recognition seems to require extensive knowledge about the outside world and ability to learn and manipulate it [2].

The main objective of this paper is to give a brief description of various factors which affect Hindi natural language processing and also to present importance of information retrieval process for Hindi.

Literature Review

The history of NLP(Natural language processing) started Over the 1970’s and 1980’s, much of the research in IR was focused on document retrieval, and the emphasis on this task in the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) evaluations of the 1990’s has further reinforced the view that IR is synonymous with document retrieval [12]. Web search engines are, of course, the most common example of this type of IR system. The enormous increase in the amount of online text available and the demand for access to different types of information have led to a renewed interest in a broad range of IR-related areas that go beyond simple document retrieval[12]. These areas include question answering systems, topic detection and tracking, summarization, multimedia retrieval (e.g., image, video and music), software engineering, chemical and biological informatics, text structuring, text mining, and genomics etc.

For information retrieval in English a lot of research has been done by researchers. (Krovetz and Croft 1992[15]) studied the sense matches between terms in query and the document collection. They concluded that the benefits of WSD in IR are not as expected because query words have skewed sense distribution and the collocation effect from other query terms already performs some disambiguation. Scholars (Liang-Yu Chen et.al 2007[16]) gives an idea for construction of automatic thesaurus for document retrieval. (Sanderson 1994[17]; 2000[18]) used pseudowords to introduce artificial word ambiguity in order to study the impact of sense ambiguity on IR. They concluded that the effectiveness of WSD can be negated by inaccurate WSD performance, high accuracy of WSD is an essential requirement to achieve improvement. Researchers (Bezdek et al. 1986[19]) extended the thesaurus to fuzzy thesaurus and defined fuzzy generalization and fuzzy synonymy relations for representing fuzzy thesaurus (Bezdek 1985[20]). They further used these two fuzzy relations in computing the value of six t-norms (Bandler & Kohout 1985[21]) for fuzzy information retrieval. Many studies investigated the effect of WordNet relations for construction of fuzzy thesauri for web information retrieval. (Martine De Cock et al. 2005[22]) defined the composition of fuzzy document-term relations for WWW and further used it for building the fuzzy term-term relations for constructing fuzzy thesauri for and from WWW. Hang li et.al (May, 2006[23]), address the issue of search of definitions specifically for a given term. They used SVM as classification model and ranking SVM as the ordinal regression model. They categorized a definition into one of three levels: good definition, indifferent definition or bad definitions. Hang Li (2013[24]), proposed an approach to improve the state – of – the – art methods for relevance ranking in web search by query segmentation. They employed a (discriminative model) re-ranking approach in
query segmentation to obtain segmentation results. Hang li et al. (2013[25]), introduced Regularized Latent Semantic Indexing (RLSI)—including a batch version and an online version, referred to as batch RLSI and online RLSI, respectively for topic modeling. In learning, batch RLSI processes all the documents in the collection as a whole, while online RLSI processes the documents in the collection one by one. Recently (Antonio Di Marco and Roberto Navigli 2011[26]) gave an approach to word sense induction for clustering of web search results using maximum spanning algorithm for acquiring meaning to the intended query. They showed that their method improves classical web search result in terms of both quality of clusters and degree of diversification. (David Hope and Bill Keller 2013[27]) introduce a linear time soft clustering algorithm for inducing word senses and clustering search results. They concluded that the method is comparable to existing state-of-art methods. In their paper they did not presented the methodology to assign the weights between edges of two nodes. Very recently (Antonio Di Marco and Roberto Navigli 2013[46]) presented a novel approach to Web search result clustering based on the automatic discovery of word senses from raw text, (also referred to as Word Sense Induction). Their approach is better than previous approaches because method proposed by them is parameter free and method improves web search results in terms of both clustering and degree of diversification. Moreover the method does not rely on the existing sense inventories.

In 2008, Prof. Battacharya dealt with the problem of ambiguity resolution in Hindi language for the first time. (Bhattacharyya et al. 2008[47]), proposed the Hindi word sense disambiguation(WSD) approach by comparing the linguistic context of the words in a sentence with the context constructed by Hindi WordNet using similarity based approach, which works for nouns only. (Tanveer J.Siddiqui 2009[28]), proposed an unsupervised approach to WSD by learning a decision list using untagged instances. In this work, firstly stemming has been applied and then stop words have been removed. After that the list is used for annotating an ambiguous word with its correct sense. This approach also works for nouns only. Rohan et al. 2007[29], proposed an approach for resolving lexical ambiguity in Hindi language by making the comparisons between the different senses (nouns only) of the word in the sentence with the words present in synsets from the Hindi WordNet and the information related to these words in the form of parts-of-speech. Avneet Kaur et.al. 2010[30], developed an approach for disambiguating ambiguous Hindi postposition by taking the problem with the case study of Hindi Punjabi machine translation. Rada Mihaelea 2007[31], presents comparative evaluations on the basis of word semantic similarity based graph approach for unsupervised WSD. Siva Reddy 2009[32], proposed two unsupervised approaches namely Flat Semantic Category Labeler (FSCL) and Hierarchical Semantic Category Labeler (HSCR) for unsupervised semantic category labeling for Hindi WSD by using ontological categories defined in Hindi WordNet as sense inventory. The proposed approaches treat semantic categories as flat files and exploit the hierarchy among the semantic categories in a top down manner respectively. Researchers (S.K.Dwivedi 2011[7]), gave performance Comparison of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) Algorithm on Hindi Language and the algorithm given by them based on Highest Sense Count and works well with Google. The objective of the paper was the comparative analysis of the WSD algorithm results on three Hindi language search engines- Google, Raftaar and Guruji and method was tested on a sample of 100 queries to check the performance of the WSD algorithm on various search engines. (Satyendr Singh and Tanveer J.Siddiqui 2012[33]), evaluates the effects of stemming, stop word removal and size of window on a manually created sense tagged corpus consisting of Hindi words (nouns). Romika yadav 2013[34], showed an improvement in the process of word sense disambiguation by using constraint solver i.e. Minion tool and results show that it correctly matches the context of word. Sabnam Kumari 2013[35], proposed a genetic algorithm based approach for Hindi WSD. It also works for nouns only. First time, the authors (Jain et al. 2013[13]) gave a method to disambiguate all open class words present in a sentence simultaneously for Hindi and method proposed by them is based on graph connectivity measures.

In Hindi web IR systems, only a very few research work is available. So there is an intense requirement to explore Hindi web IR and to build new approaches for improving the performance of Hindi IR. According to Sanderson (2008[38]) short queries are mostly benefitted from the ambiguity resolution. His study showed that disambiguation of queries improves performance of information retrieval. Lesk (1986[36]) proposed the algorithm for WSD, he also implemented his algorithm on the short text sample and found the good results. With the quite similar approach (Pushpak Bhattacharya 2008[37]) used his algorithm for the Hindi language WSD: His algorithm does not detect the ambiguity in the queries. First time, (S.K. Dwivedi et al. 2008[39]), proposed an entropy based approach for disambiguating queries on the basis of entropy threshold and concludes that detection of query disambiguation saves a lot of computational time in Hindi Language Information Retrieval. (Kumar Surabh et.al 2012[10]) showed the impact of English language on Hindi information retrieval and conclude that English language have left more impact on Hindi information retrieval. They also gave parameters for improving low recall problem in Hindi search processes. Kumar Surabh et.al., 2012[5], introduced a Hindi Query Optimization technique (design and development), which solved the problem of recall up to a great extent. Up to now the ambiguity in Hindi IR is resolved for noun phrases only using Hindi WordNet as resource.

Natural Language Processing for Hindi: Hindi is the mother tongue of India and is spoken by the majority population of India mainly living in rural areas. About 5% of population living in these areas understands English as their second language. Hindi is spoken about 30% of the population[6]. Due to advancement in internet technologies a wide variety of Hindi Data and Literature is now available on web. The number of users who want the information in Hindi language is increasing [5]. Hindi is the language of dozens of major newspapers, magazines, radio and television stations and of other media. Major Hindi newspapers and TV channels have their websites in Hindi which are used by wide section of society [7]. A recent survey by a Delhi based research organization - Just Consult - says that 44 % of existing Internet users in India prefer Hindi over English, if made available. Similarly 25% existing Internet users prefer other regional languages. Many big companies like Google, Yahoo and Sify are also taking big steps in Hindi and other regional languages [8].
Hindi IR is still in a very nascent stage. As mentioned above problems like Phonetic nature of Hindi Language, morphology, word synonyms and ambiguous words affects the performance of the search engines in Hindi language information retrieval.

Factors which Affect Hindi Natural Language Processing

There are mainly four factors which affects Hindi IR:

1. **Morphological Factors:** Morphology is the branch of linguistics that studies patterns of word formation within and across languages, and attempts to formulate rules that model the knowledge of the speakers of those languages. [9,10]

2. **Phonetic Nature of Hindi Language:** Various languages are spoken in India, each language being the mother tongue of tens of millions of people. While the languages and scripts are distinct from each other, the grammar and the national applications such as machine translation, information retrieval, etc. Hindi WordNet lexical database have many relations: nominalization, hypernymy, pertainy, holonymy and hyponymy is associated with a gloss: textual definition which explains its meaning. Sense numbering of a word is given by frequency of occurrence of that word in SemCor corpus. Each synset in WordNet for noun, verb, adjective and adverb sense of a word, represented by synonyms (synsets)

3. **Word Synonymy:** Because of different cultures, customs, religions India has rich diversity in languages, but the language structure and variation in dialects is making hindrances in the advantages of Information retrieval revolution in India[10]. For example: we know God is named as “मंतु” in Hindi but we can also call “मंतु” as “अंतु” “इंतु” or “पैठन” and more. It is difficult to decide that which one is to choose?

4. **Ambiguous Words:** Many words are polysemous in nature[10]. Finding the correct sense of the words in a given context is an intricate task. One word has more than one meaning and meaning of word is depends on context of sentence. Example कर (Tax) having synonyms जा, शुल्क, देय, टेलिंग in one context and in another context कर (Hand or arms) बाहर, हाल, आल, कर देना (to do) in another context.

Now we discuss about various tasks of Hindi Natural Language Processing in detail:

WSD for Hindi: Word sense disambiguation (WSD)[1], the task of identifying the correct sense of words in given context is the growing research area in natural language processing. Sense disambiguation was considered as an essential fundamental task for many computational applications such as machine translation, information retrieval, question answering, text summarization, intelligent data retrieval and speech recognition [1].

Most of the people in India use Hindi as their primary language and the language spoken by these people is ambiguous i.e. many words can be interpreted in multiple ways depending upon the context. To disambiguate words, machines need to process unstructured textual information and transform them into data structures (tokenization) for analyzing intended meaning [2]. The automatic identification of meanings of words by machines is called word sense disambiguation.

The difficulty in analyzing the meanings in intended context by machines arise due to lack of intelligent resources, presence of different domain and different sense inventories Turing test [3].

Hindi Lexicon: Hindi WordNet[4] is the online lexicon reference system which is designed by centre for Indian language technology solutions, IIT Bombay, inspired by usability of Hindi language in all over the world. It contains noun, verb, adjectives and adverb sense of a word, represented by synonyms (synsets)

Here we discuss Hindi lexical database with an example- कल which have nine sense of noun, फल, तलवार, पत्रिण etc.. These are represented as:-

a). 1. कल¹, प्रकल¹  
2. कल², तिलक²

Each word in lexical database is associated with part of speech tagged, with a subscript: n stands for noun, v stands for verb, a for adjective and r for adverb and superscript denoting sense number (i.e. कल² has second sense of the verb कल). Sense numbering of a word is given by frequency of occurrence of that word in SemCor corpus. Each synset in WordNet is associated with a gloss: textual definition which explains its meaning.

Hindi WordNet lexical database have many relations: nominalization, hypernymy, pertainy, holonymy and hyponymy relations and so on.

Here in figure 1.1. , we show an excerpt of Hindi WordNet graph centered on the word कल using Hindi WordNet as resource.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IN HINDI

Information retrieval is the activity of obtaining information relevant to the exact information needed by a user from a collection of resources e.g. in web search a system has to search relevant data from billions of documents stored on millions of computers. In information retrieval word sense disambiguation plays an important role[1][5].

The ambiguity in natural language is considered as the major barrier in language processing applications, especially in information retrieval. Some query terms have a clear cut sense in their query. However some query terms hold ambiguity. The problem also persists with the Hindi language information retrieval as well. Hindi language information retrieval on the web is still in its nascent stage. It is the fact that to date Internet is vigorously used in India by the people who are comfortable in English language. The under development of web in Indian regional languages is one of the important reasons behind the limited growth of Internet in India. Indians use 22 official languages and 11 written script forms and among all the languages Hindi language is spoken by the major population of India. The number of users who want the information in Hindi language is increasing. This leads to the demand of the Hindi information retrieval on the web.

Various search engines are available on the internet as independent search engine sites in English. But very few like (Google, Raftaar and Webkhoj) Hindi language search engines are available. The search engines that support Hindi language search are not able to provide appropriate result for a user query. There are various problems that the search engines face with Hindi language information retrieval, sense ambiguity is one of the major problems in Information Retrieval on web in Hindi Language. Many words are polysemous in nature. Identifying the appropriate sense of the words in the given context is a difficult job for the search engines. Word sense disambiguation gives solution to the many natural language processing systems including information retrieval.
Up to now to disambiguates meanings for optimizing information retrieval researchers use Hindi WordNet as resource using different WSD approaches and then search engines for Hindi like Raftaar, Hinkhoj etc. are used optimize fuzzy information retrieval system for Hindi Language.

Proposed Framework for Hindi IR

In order to address ambiguity problem in Hindi Information Retrieval we proposed a graph based WSD framework for Hindi. In this framework, first of all we take target query. In our previous research, we focus on the noun words present in the target query, as noun contains the most sense of the query. Here we consider all the open class words present in the target query. Our proposed method also improves the performance of Hindi IR system by improving the process of search results in the form of clusters. The whole process of our proposed algorithm is given below:

1. Given a target query term, perform web search on Hindi search engines, which retrieve a list of documents i.e. \( T = T_1, T_2, T_3, \ldots, T_n \).

2. Next, perform graph based Word Sense Induction for disambiguating ambiguous terms (all open class words i.e. noun, verb, adjective and adverb) and inducing semantics in the nodes of the graph.

3. Then we perform Max-Max soft clustering approach for assigning nodes present in the graph to more than one cluster on the basis of semantic similarity.

For accomplishing the above mentioned tasks, first of all we preprocess the web search results obtained by search engines. Then induce word semantics by means of Word Sense Induction algorithms [14]. Here sense induction is done for all open class words present in the target query. Here we use Max-Max soft clustering Word Sense induction algorithm for facilitation of information retrieval in the form of web clusters. After inducing word senses cluster sorting is done on the basis of various similarity notions.

Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed about natural language processing for Hindi language. The various factors which affect NLP for Hindi are also described here with a vast description of Hindi Lexicon database Hindi WordNet. To improve the performance of Hindi Search engine Information Retrieval, we proposed a framework for Hindi IR.
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